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Winton Repco Sprints ( Entry Level Motorsport)
Not much has been written about our clubs sprint series, The Repco Sprint Series, so this is an overview of the series and how
some younger and maybe older members can enjoy track time on a tight budget.
The series has been running for a couple of years but of course Covid has meant that not all rounds scheduled have been run but
there have been sufficient rounds held to show that it is a successful series open to all types of cars and budgets.
The class system has been tweaked a little over the couple of years so that more competitors have a chance to feature well in the
results. Classes basically split into road registered cars, modified production cars of different engine capacity, racing and clubman
cars and juniors and first timers.
I have been running Winton sprints for just over four years and have seen the Repco Sprint Series especially, improving every
year since it’s inception with the work of the volunteers, drivers and staff. A practice session and four to five runs during the day
for a reasonable entry fee.
So what can you run and how much budget do you need. Well just about anything that is safe and well prepared can be entered
from standard road cars to highly technical racing cars but the budget can be miniscule (well by motor sports standards anyway)
and I can assure you that a $3000 road car can be highly competitive in its class and I will outline how I went about doing this.
About two and half years ago I picked up a mechanically perfect but hail damaged Mazda 2 for peanuts. A Mazda 2......I can hear
you laughing as you read this but I can assure you that they make a perfect track car. So too would a little Suzuki Swift, Toyota
Yaris, Kia and any number of little hatches that can be bought very cheaply. A few little car park dings and scratches can be hidden with some touch up paint and stickers. I went about the usual minimal modifications to make the car track ready...... I
changed the fluids, changed the brake pads, bolted on a set of wheels and semi slick tyres and took it to the track for a test day.
An absolute hoot to drive and reasonable lap times.
I decided it needed some minor modifications to make it a little faster and spent the minimum amount on the following:
Race seat and harness (already had them in the shed), stiffer coil springs, rear sway bar and camber bolts. No other modifications, pretty much a standard car. These improvements were worth about 3 seconds a lap so well worthwhile. The result was a
super handling little car that cost me about $2500 and it was competitive in the under 2 litre road class. OK, I got lucky with this
car being so cheap but I’m sure there are cars out there that can be purchased for as little as $2k to $4k. A fellow racer has now
purchased the car (why did I sell it so cheap?) and his daughters are having a ball on a miniscule budget.
It can be done if you buy wisely and carefully and spend a small amount of money on basic prep and minor modifications. Sure,
you won’t be lapping at 1min 30 seconds BUT you will be having just as much fun as the guys who spend a small fortune and
you will meet the nicest people (in the under 2ltr class of course).

Eamonn Matthews.....lover of budget motorsport.
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~ a look back in time
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WAKEFIELD PARK WILL HOST AUSTRALIA’S FIRST EVER BIOPTIC DRIVING
DEMONSTRATION DAY ON 10 NOVEMBER
An estimated 4,000 Canberrans may be able to use life changing technology to drive for the first time or continue to hold the driver licence privilege. According to a 2020 report prepared by Strategy& branch of PwC Australia.

Australia-wide, this figure may be up to 228,000 people.

Founder and one of four Directors of Canberra based business Bioptic Drivers Australia (BDA) Belinda O’Connor says “despite the technology being
around for decades, including people using bioptics to drive in Australia since the 1980s and bioptic driving being legitimised in national law from
2012, as for many things that are outside the usual paradigm of what is ‘normal’ and/or ‘niche’, systems and training have not been put in place to
give people the option to be assessed and learn to drive using the technology… this is why we set up BDA in 2017 to give Australians the same opportunities as seen in other countries with bioptic driving frameworks”.

Canberra now has three bioptic drivers and that number is growing Australia wide.

The purpose of the demonstration day is to show Australian’s what bioptic driving is about and let people know there is an option out there for
people with low to moderate central vision eyesight conditions and if people are willing to put in the effort to go through comprehensive rehabilitation training.

The other Canberra businesses donating their time and experience for this demonstration day are Ascent Training Services who run the Road
Ready Centres. Along with Fifth Gear Motoring, one of Canberra’s premier driving schools. They kindly enlisted a venue slot time donation from
Wakefield Park in Goulburn where the event will be hosted.

Although most licence holders will be driving their own cars, Fifth Gear Motoring will be donating their cars for use by some bioptic drivers and its
instructors will be sitting in the car next to the bioptic driver verifying the driver’s commentary driving on what they say they can see while driving
through the obstacle course. The drivers are not being tested but will be expected to demonstrate competent driving skills in a simulated road like
setting.

ACT Minister for Transport, Chris Steel, MLA and ACT Minister for Disability Emma Davidson, MLA have been invited to attend the event.

Further to this demonstration day, on Thursday 25 November, BDA will be co-presenting a bioptic driving education session for occupational therapists and driving instructors at the ATSA Independent Living Expo being held at Exhibition Park in Canberra (EPIC).

More information about bioptic driving can be seen on the BDA website at: https://www.biopticdriversaus.com/
In addition to being a bioptic driver and founder of BDA, Belinda, is a member of Canberra based business The Disability Leadership Institute and a
representative for Women with Disability ACT.

1. https://www.biopticdriversaus.com/australian-framework
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STUTT’FEST, an exciting new three-day festival celebrating all things Porsche, will race
away the challenges of 2020 and 2021 when it takes over Winton Motor Raceway on
January 14 to 16 next year.
Stutt’Fest is named after the German city of Stuttgart, where Porsche was founded in 1931, and will feature on and off-track participation from
Porsches of all models in a weekend of spirited competition on track and loads of fun off it.
The concept stemmed from a lockdown-inspired desire to get back on track before expanding into a celebration of all things Porsche – with a
relaxed vibe, affordable entry point, lots of track time and with enjoyment as the number one goal.
Stutt’Fest has been founded by long-time Porsche enthusiasts and competitors Sven Burchartz and Steve Kepper, with support from Jodi Zylstra and Terry Knight.
A long-term partnership with the Benalla Auto Club will see the Winton Motor Raceway team manage the on-track component of the event.
Anything with a Porsche badge – road or race, four cylinder, flat six, V8, V10 or EV, Sedan, SUV or Coupe’ – will be welcome at Stutt’Fest ’22.
Racing categories will include two grids of GT3 Cup cars: one for pre-991 generation (996 and 997) and one for the more recent models including those seen in Porsche Michelin Sprint Challenge Australia and Porsche Paynter Dixon Carrera Cup competition.
KEY DETAILS:

·

3 Day Porsche Festival with on and off-track action to be held at Winton Motor Raceway on January 14-16, 2022.

·

Racing Categories include GT3 Cup cars, Porsche 944, IROC Challenge, Classic Porsche, open Sports Cars and more.

·

Regularity / Super Sprint Competitions

·

Show ‘n Shine / Concourse competition

·

Off track displays, food and drink, local region tours and much more

·

Support for local mental health charities following the Covid-19 Pandemic

Porsche 944 Challenge, IROC Challenge, a category for Classic/Historic Porsches and an open Sports Car category, for the fastest and most
fire-breathing Porsche models, will also feature on the racing program.
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A ‘State of Origin’ Regularity/Super Sprint will ensure that as many competitors as possible will get the chance to compete. Bang-for-buck will
be a core focus of the event, with each class to enjoy plenty of track time across the weekend.
Off track, a show and shine Porsche Concours, involvement from Porsche Clubs from across Australia, local food and drink options and plenty
of off-track entertainment will add to the festival vibe.
A local mental health charity will be named to support the people of Victoria’s north given the challenging conditions they have faced throughout
the last two years – part proceeds from entry fees and sponsorship to be donated following the event.
While the event is not officially sponsored by Porsche Cars Australia, Stutt’Fest has shared its vision and looks forward to seeing the event take
place and flourish by bringing together Porsche owners from across Australia.
Further details including planned unique race formats, further on and off-track plans and key partners for the event will be announced in due
course.
More information can be found at the Stutt’Fest website, www.stuttfest.com.au or by following the event on Facebook and Instagram via
@Stuttfest.
SVEN BURCHARTZ – Founder
“This started as bit of a lockdown dream but as is always the case, has spiralled into something much bigger,” Burchartz said.
“What began as a concept to get some people together, hire the track and have some fun turned into something much more substantial.
“If I’m going to go in, I go in hard and Stutt’Fest has emerged from that concept.
“The idea was based on how good a concept the Porsche Rennsport Reunion events are. I understand completely that Porsche isn’t in the position to put one on themselves right now, with all the uncertainty, so we have taken that concept as inspiration for our own event.
“We have put a lot of the management team back together from our Porsche GT3 Cup Challenge days, and Stutt’Fest is based on that original
‘race your mates’ blueprint.
“Winton are on board to run the motorsport side of things on track, and we couldn’t think of a better place to run it; it’s a true partnership with
Chris (Lewis-Williams) and his team and they have been sensational. The facilities are perfect for what we want to achieve and the local region
in the north of Victoria is crying out for an event like this that can attract people from Australia-wide.
“Stutt’Fest is a race meeting and there will be something for everyone who wants to compete; but it’s also a car display, a show ‘n shine, a tour
of the local wineries and a chance to celebrate a mutual love of the brand, both for those who are fortunate enough to own one and for those
who just want to see them in action.
“We’ll have a relaxed vibe; starched, white shirts are out and Shorts, T-Shirts and drinks with a BBQ at the end of the day are the name of the
game!’
“After the last two years, people are just hanging out, to hang out. To do it at an event like this will make those reunions even better.”
CHRIS LEWIS-WILLIAMS – CEO, Benalla Auto Club
“Winton Motor Raceway can’t wait to host Stutt’Fest 2022 in January next year. We can’t think of a better way to dust ourselves off from the
endless cycle of lockdowns and Covid stress by putting on a three-day festival for all things Porsche.
“When Sven came to us with the Stutt’Fest concept we were on board from the first phone call because the event concept and Winton as the
venue aligns so well.
“Sven’s idea is a car race meeting with a Country Racing feel and we know we can deliver that! And, with the North East Victoria food, wine,
craft beer and experiences all around Winton, we can see Stutt’Fest becoming an annual must do event for all Porsche enthusiasts.”
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Time for a laugh
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Winton Motor Raceway Drive School Track Days
·

The Winton Motor Raceway Drive School Track Days are continuing to attract interest from motoring enthusiasts in the Victorian region, with many
entry-level competitors gaining valuable tuition at the nation’s action track.
While activity is temporarily on hold due to the Victorian lockdown, the track days will resume as soon as possible, with the team of experienced
instructors ready to launch back into action.
One of the instructors, Richard Whyte, is a driver who has completed countless laps around Winton in a variety of different racing categories since
the 1980s. While Richard’s brother, Stephen Whyte, is familiar to many customers through his role at the AASA, Richard has his own impressive resume of motorsport achievements.
“I started racing in the Road Registered category in 1981 at Winton and Calder Park – it was basically the forerunner to Club Cars and Improved
Production,” Richard said.
“Back in those days, you had to use the same body silhouette and you had to run on road-based tyres, but you were able to use a larger engine as
long as the number of cylinders stayed the same.
“I competed in the Under 2 Litre class where most people were running Ford Escorts, but I chose a Chrysler Galant.
“I worked hard on developing the Galant and I was able to win the Victorian under 2Ltr Championship in 1982,83,84 – it was very satisfying to beat
all the Escorts!
From the Road Registered class, Whyte progressed to the popular Ford Laser Series in 1986, where he competed against high-profile drivers including a young Mark Skaife, coming 3rd in that series.
“The Laser Series It was a lot of fun, I gained a wealth of experience and it was a support category for the Australian Touring Car Championship, so
we got to race at big events in front of huge crowds.”
1986 and 1987 he also competed in the Winton 300 aboard a Mitsubishi Starion owned and run by Benalla Car Dealer Mike Glynn finishing second
outright both years with Dunlop Motorsport’s Mark Stewart in 1986 and Mike Glynn the following year. Whyte was voted driver of the event in
1986.
“Back then, the Winton 300 was a very prestigious production car race and there were lots of big names in it, like Allan Grice, Kevin Bartlett, Leo
Geoghan, Peter Brock, Peter Fitzgerald and Brad Jones”.
In 1988 and 1989 Whyte also competed in the Australian Production Championship in his own Holden VL Turbo Commodore, quite often finishing
as first privateer Commodore. “We had good results in the Victorian and South Australian rounds finishing fourth behind the Mazda RX7’s and
Toyota Supras. In those years we competed in the Winton 300 in the Commodore coming 4th in 1988 with Mike Glynn and an unfortunate DNF
with Russell Ingall in 1989.”
In 1990 Whyte drove for Garry Rogers Motorsport, in a 2 car Commodore production car team combining with Paul Fordham for 4th in the Winton
300.
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The birth of the HQ Holden Series in 1988/89 proved irresistible for Whyte, who built a
racing version of the iconic Aussie sedan and was immediately competitive, winning the
HQ National Title in 1989 and multiple race and series wins over the years at many
different tracks. Another highlight was claiming the coveted Champion of Winton Series
as well.
During the 1990s, Whyte also had a taste of some open-wheel racing in Formula Ford
1993, along with contesting the Dutton Rally in a Lotus Elise, but the HQ Series continued
to be his main focus. He achieved success in the now-traditional Winton 4 Hour, winning
alongside Mike Fitzgerald in 1999 and 2000. Also tasting success with brother Stephen in
2010 and 2015 with wins as a family and placing 2nd and 3rd in event. The 4 Hour is an
event Whyte continues to compete in annually.

“The Ken Leigh HQ 4 Hour has become a great end-of-year tradition and even though I
don’t do much racing during the rest of the year anymore, that event is still one I love.
Whyte is enthusiastic about his current driver coaching role at Winton.
“Winton is a great track – it’s very technical, and there are sections where you can gain or
lose a lot of time,” he said.
“I enjoy showing people to be smooth and patient, and watching their times improve. It’s
something I really am quite passionate about.
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WINTON MOTOR RACEWAY Drive School Track Day
Track Days / Driver Training / Race Car Hire
From only $320.00 per day
AASA Race Licence
Lunch Included
AASA Insurance
Timing
Road Cars
Race Cars
2nd Driver Option for just $150.00 Sessions
Professional Race Car Driver Instructors
Professional Photographer
Free Coffee Barrister on arrival
Free Passenger Session
Drive School Driver’s Hub
Free Tea & Coffee
Hire Cars Available
$50.00 Come & Try Session
Gift Certificates Available
Passenger Race laps in Holden Astra Touring Car Team cars $150.00
per person .
Weekend Track Days can be made available POA.
Contact us for Drive options of race cars 03 5760 7100
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